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ABSTRACT
In present time various socio-economic changes feels by the Indians made by the government .In
these changes some are as follows– MAKE IN INDIA, UJJAWALA YOJNA, GST,
DEMONETIZATION, SKILL DEVLOPMENT, ONLINE PAYMENT SYSTEM, ACCESS OF
INTERNET, ETC. these are new schemes and policies to ensure good governance. So many
services as e-mitra, atal sewa kendra provided by the government for the ease of the common
people.
The role of information technology is the major tool in hand of government to improve and make
fast government services and facilities. Aadhaar card and Bhamasha card giving full support to
government to achieve their goal of good governance. There are some laws made by the
government as Lok sewa guarantee act, and so on. There is one major goal of government by
good governance to whole round development of various sectors of economy as agriculture,
industries, to provide skillful youth for the industry as well as to remove the corruption from the
economy and government sector.
To gain the motives of good governance different policies and innovations applied by the
government and the effect of these innovations so many new services available for common
Indians.
Keywords: Make in india, Ujjawala yojna, GST, Demonetization, Skill development, Online
payment system.
Today people of india are feeling various socio-economic changes. These changes are demand of
the changing world to connect the progress of the nations. Government of india is applying to
many initiative and programme to run with the development of different nations as well as
ensuring good governance for the people of india.
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Good is a term used with great flexibility; Depending on the context, good governance has been
said at various times to encompass: full respect of effective participation, human rights, the rule
of law, multi-sector partnerships, and accountable processes, political pluralism, transparent and
institutionals, an efficient and effective public sector, legitimacy, access to knowledge,
information and education, political empowerment of people, equity, sustainability, and attitudes
and value that foster responsibility, solidarity and tolerance.
THE ELEMENTS OF GOOD GOVERNANCE ARE AS FOLLOWS1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

PARTICIPATION
RULE OF LAW
TRANSPARANCY
RESPONSIVENESS
EQUITY AND INCLUSIVENESS
EFFECTIVNESS AND EFFICIENCY
ACCOUNTABILITY

Good governance is a very wide term which includes all the efforts of the Government in various
sectors. New schemes of government of india in social sector as – Soubhagaya Yojna, Prime
minister Vay Vandana Yojna, Prime minister Ujjawala Yojna, Atal pension Yojna, and etc
introduced by the government. In economic sector –too many schemes and changes introduces
by the government some of them as-Stand up Yojna, Start up yojna, Digital India Mission, Skill
india mission, Prime minister Garib kalyan Yojna, udaan Yojna, Amrit yojna, Smart city
mission, Make in India and so on. In the sector of tax reform GST is a major turning point of
Indian economy as GST affects all the sectors of economy and section of socity- whether its
Industrialist, Producer, Customer, Traders, etc. The formation of NITI AAYOG is also a new
change to make five years plans better.
By the schemes of government people are widely effected , Different sections of socity as –
house wives, senior citizen, farmers, producers, traders, bankers, tax payers non tax payers
affected by policies. By the schemes of soubhagaya yojna, ujjawala yojna, sukanya samridhi
yojna the government understand the problem of house wives and girls espacially in rurul areas,
This shows the government is trying to give good governance in these sections.
Schemes like – stand uo yojna, make in india, start up india, digital india mission are launched
for development of entrepreneurship, skill, and knowledge for country youth. By these schemes
government wants to connect the youth into the progress and development of country.
To arise the moral duty in people programme like –swachha bharat, hardya yojna, namami gange
introduced by the government. Its shows that the government want to people that they learn the
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moral duty and responsibilities towards country and they should contribute some efforts to the
development of country.
Information technology is a major tool in the hand of government to improve and make fast
government services and facilities. Computer, mobile, and access of internet are becomes policy
tools for Introducing accessing and Monitoring the schemes and plans. People always say that
every government launches too many schemes but the implementation and monitoring not
properly followed by the government. Now these days I.T. is a powerful and easy tool for
government officials, ministers, to monitor the development and progress of schemes. Internet
makes very easy to its customer to access the schemes and yojnas of government. Through emitra and Atal sewa kendra services an illiterate person can easily get the services. Use of smart
phones and apps now these days are very common, so many tasks and works done by the mobile
through accessing the internet. The complicated GST become very easy on gst ready software
even an less educated trader and person or customer can easily operate and file an e- return.
Now the question is how I.T. or access of internet ensure good governance for government and
for the people. The answer is as follows - the gains of proper implementation of schemes, proper
monitoring, reduces excess work, save time, money, eradicate the corruption in government and
private sector, organizing every sector of the economy, indian economy going to organized from
unorganized sectors , to pin point the beneficiaries, etc.
Along with I.T. the other government initiatives like Aadhaar card and Bhamasha card are
playing a major role for the government to detect the the right persons and provide them direct
facilities and also stop corruption and misuse of government revenue. Some Acts like Lok Sewa
guarantee act and other acts are bound the officials to do work and provide services and sewa in
bounded time. This act solve many problem like reducing queue, everybody knows the expected
time of work and give authority to the people to ask the officials about their work. the aim of the
act to smooth running of services and don’t create any havoc among the people.
Demonetization of the currency is a game changing goal of government to provide good
governance. After one year of demonetization a new and improved economy system is in front of
us. This system is free from black money, terror funding, and has the benefit of improved
banking system and online payment system.
After demonetization so many corporate companies and online business companies gains profit
by the increase of online bazaar. They develop many ways of online transactions to do trade,
people are also benefited by them and recent one year the online market expends very fast and
become strong part of economy.
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People ‘s beliefs in the government policies raised . So many schemes for online payment as
Bhim app, Paytm, debit and credit card, e-wallet and many more become very common today.
Rupay card of government play a huge role to connect to common people for online payment
system. Demonetization help government to provide good governance to the people . Its reduces
the black money, corruption and prizes in real and retail sector. The inflation decrees in the
primary market. Its shows the objectives of the government to provide people good governance.
As above we discuss so many schemes and policies of government its effect on people. as a
result people’s life style way of thinking, mode of operating changes very positively. Today
everybody knows the schemes and policies of the government by the use of internet .Access to
services and facilities provided by the government becomes very fast and easy. Some of the
initials problems and issues are very common in the people about the policies. People have their
own opinions about every policy and schemes. But if we look into deep it's clear that the
government wants to provide good governance for all the sections of the society.
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